
SOME REMARKS ON THE EXCEPTIONAL
SIMPLE LIE GROUP $ 4

YOZO MATSUSHIMA

1. Let <£ be the Cayley algebra of dimension 8 over the field R of real
numbers and let 3 be the set of all 3x3 Hermitian matrices

with coefficients in (£. We define the multiplication in 3 by

Then 3 becomes a distributive algebra over R. A non-singular linear trans-
formation a of 3 is said to be an automorphism of 3, if

a(X° Y)

for all X, YG3- The group SI of all the automorphisms of 3 is compact and
the connected component containing the identity of % is the exceptional simple
compact group g*.1* Denote by J5ϊ the matrix (1) with & = 1, all remaining
terms zero. Let s)l be the subgroup of 3 Ί consisting of all automorphisms cc
such that aEi^Ei for i = l, 2, 3 and let £>/ (ί = l, 2, 3) be the subgroups of g4

consisting of all aE^^t such that ctEt =Ei. Then the left coset spaces Ŝ /ξv are
homomorphic to the set 77 of all irreducible idempotents of 3 and 77 is geome-
trically the "plan projectif des octaves "2)

In this note we prove the following two theorems.

THEOREM L 5i is connected and isomorphic to the universal covering group

SO(8) of the proper orthogonal group SO(S) of 8 dimensional euclidean space.

THEOREM 2β ξ>/ are connected and isomorphic to the universal covering

group SO(9) of the proper orthogonal group SO(9) of 9 dimensional euclidean

spacea

Theorem 2 gives a proof of a result anounced by A. Borel.3)

Received October 22, 1951.
J) See, Chevalley-Schafer [2] and Freudenthal [3].
2> See, Freudenthal [3] §7 and Hirsch £4J.
3> See, Borei [1], TheΌreme 1.
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2. Proof of Theorem I. Let F? be the matrix (1) with x-k? = a and all

numbers except *, zero. Then Ei°F? = 0, £,• ° F? =-~ F? if **./'. Let αr€Ξ?ί.

Then £* ° <*F? = 0 and Ej ° aFΐ = -γ<*Fΐ. It follows that

where α, are the linear transformtions of (L
Now F? o Fj = (a, b)(Ej + Ek),4) where {*, j , k) is a permutation of {1, 2, 3},

implies

(oua, aφ) = (α, £).

Denote by 0(8) the group of all linear transformations of (£ which leave the

positive definite bilinear form (a, b) invariant, (i.e. orthogonal transformations

of δ.) Further F\x O F f = FΪ*~\ FΪ* <> F ? = F! ( 5 ί y i and F f o F ? = FT>] imply

(2) < 0:2(^)^3^) = κai(xy) ,

\ acz(x)ai(y) =

where Arα, (^) =<*,•(#). Let r be the orthogonal transformation of S defined by
γx = x for all * e S . Then tcai = γcar and ca-*κai is an automorphism of 0(8).
We shall show that ai^SO(S) i.e. det.α, = l.

LEMMA 1. (Principle of Triality.)h) For every 0&SO(8), there exist θi and
do in S0(8) such that

θ(x)θχiy) = Θ2(

for all x, .vεδ. // there exist the other θ[ and θ2 in SO(S) such that θ(x)θ[(y)
= θl(xy)9 then θ[= ±di and Θ2=. ±θ2. The same holds also, if we start from θi

or θ2 instead of θ.

LEMMA 2. Let θi be in O(8) and let

forallx,yE:§. Then Θ2(x)θ*(y) = κθι(xy) andθ Λx)θi(y) = κO2{xy) foraUx,yG$.

Proof Multiplying the both sides of (3) by θi(x)/\x\2

9

6) we have

4> The positive definite bilinear form (a, b) on (£ is defined by (a, b)=Re(ab), where

Rex = ~-{x+χ).
5) See, Freudenthal [3] p. 16.
6> I x | 2 = {x, x) = x*χ = x * x. In the following proof, we use the formulae \x \ = i x \, \χy\

= l-j|3?|, χ(xa) = (xx) a and (άx)x = a{xx). See, Freudenthal [3] p. 7.
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Analogously we have

_ JL

Let x- yz. Then

Hence 62(y)ΘΛz) = κd*(yz).

LEMMA 3. Let θi&0(8) (ι = l, 2, 3) and Θi(x)θ2(y) = κθs(xy) for allx,y&S.

Then 0, eSO(8) (* = 1, 2, 3).

/. Suppose that 0χ is not in SO(8). For every i?ieSO(8), there exist

τ?2 and τ?3 in SO(8) such that

Let us choose τ?i such that τ?i0i = τ% where r# = £" for all Λ : G ^ . Then

(4) JC 2(jy)=*

for all ΛΓ? ^ e ^ , where C2 = 7/2̂2 and C s - ^ . Putting # = 1 in (4), we have ζ«(y)

Hence C2 = A:C3 and

(5)

Putting y = 1 in (5). we have

(6)

Let C 2 ( 1 ) = Λ . Then a*0. It follows from (5)^and (6) that x(ya) = (yx )a.

Hence x(ya) = (yx)a for all x, v S i It follows that « = 0 and this is a con-

tradiction. Hence #ιGSO(8). We may prove analogously that 02 and 0a are

also in SO(8).

Thus ai (ί = 1, 2, 3) in (2) are in SO(8). Thus if α eSΐ, then

(7) aX =

where X is the matrix (1) and afs satisfy the relations (2).

Conversely let ai be an arbitrary element in SO(8) and let a2 and a* be

the elements in SO(8) such that aι(x)a2(y) = /c«r3(̂ v) for all x, jyG& (cf. Lemma

1). Then the relations (2) hold for these au's by Lemma 2. Now we define

the linear transformation <x(ocu <χ2, aΆ) of 3 by (7). For every aιE:S0(8) we

have thus two linear transformations a{xi9 a2, as) and cc(cci9 —a2, —Λ3) (cf.

Lemma 1). We may easily verify that these linear transformations are the

automorphisms of 3 and form a closed subgroup Ίίl of the group 31 of all auto-

morphisms of 3 It is clear that every automorphism in 9tt leaves fixed the
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elements Ei (* = 1, 2, 3) and 2ft ϋΉ. The mapping fi(ac(ai, 0C2, 0:3)) = O Ί is a
homomorphism of 2ft onto SO(8) and the kernel of/1 consists of α(l, 1, 1) and
α(l, - 1 , —1).7) Let 2ft0 be the connected component of 2ft containing the iden-
tity. Then /i(2ft0) = SO(8). Since /ΓHαi) = {α(αi, α2, <*z), oc(au -a2, -α*)}, at
least one of a(ai9 a2, ccz) and aicci, ~<X2, —0:3) is in 2ft0. We shall prove that
3R=3Ro. Suppose, on the contrary, that 3tt =* 3Jt0. Since % U α ( l , - 1 , - lWo
= 2ft, 3)1 consists of two connected components and a(l, — 1, -l)i=2fto. Now

#( — 1, 1, —1) and αr(—1, —1, 1) belong to the distinct components of 2ft, for
otherwise a( -1,1, - l ) αr( - 1 , -1,1) = α(l, - 1 , -1) is in 2ft0. Let, for example,
a( — 1, —1, 1) G2ft0. Let /3(α:(αfi, αr2, α:3)) = #3. Then /3 is also a homomorphism
of 2ft onto SO(8) and the kernel of fz is {α(l, 1, 1), « ( - l , - 1 , 1)}. Hence / 3

is a local isomorphism and /3(2ft0) = SO(8). By assumption the kernel of / 3 is
contained in 2ft0 and hence *0l = -Jfto and this is a contradiction. Hence 3Jΐ = 2fl0.
Moreover we have shown that 9Jί is a two sheeted covering group of SO(8).
Hence 2ft is isomorphic to the universal covering group SO{8) of SO(8). Since
5UI is connected, Ίfl is contained in g4 and each automorphism in 2ft leaves fixed
the elements Ei. Hence 2ft E-ft. Since we have already shown that 2ft ϋ9ϊ, we
have 2ft = 2ί and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. Since the subgroups ξ), of 1$\ are conjugate to
each other in #4?

8) it is sufficient to consider the group £>i. The derivation d
of 3 such that δE\ = 0 may be represented uniquely as the sum of two derivations

where ΔEi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) and

/0 0 0\
Λ= 0 0 a , ,

\ 0 -a 0/

and -A^f=[A, -X"] = AX— XA. Conversely for each such a metrix A, A is a
derivation of 3 such that AEΊ = 0.9) Since J's form the Lie algebra of the group
SJ?, dim. {J} = 28 and dim. {Ά } = 8, where {J} and {Λ } denote the linear spaces
consisting of J's and Ά's respectively. Hence the derivations which maps £Ί
to 0 form a Lie algebra of dimensions 36 and this is the Lie algebra of §1.
Hence dim. © = 36. Now let Π be the set of all irreducible idempotents of 3.10)

Further let 77i be the set of all Xe/7 such that £ ti°Z = 0. Then an element
is in 77i if and only if

:> We denote by 1 and — 1 the identity transformation and the transformation defined by
x-+—x respectively.

8> For, there exist α and β in §4 such that αZsj = E« and βE\ = Es. See, Freudenthal [3]
p. 27. This fact is also proved in the following.

a> Chevalley-Schafer [2] and Freudenthal [3] p. 20.
Jo> See, Freudenthal [3] §5. Note that the set Π is invariant under the transformations

of fo.
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/0 0 0 \
(8) X= 0 £2 x, ,

\ 0 Xί £3 j

where ξ2 = ξl + XiXi, ξ2 + £3 = 1. Then £3 = £l-h#i#i. Hence 1 = £2 + £3Λ 2xιXu
Now the bilinear form (X, Y) -Sp{X°Y) defined on 3 is positive definite and
invariant under the transformations of t$4.

n) Let \\X\\2 = (X, X). If X is the
3 3

matrix (1), then | |Z|! 2 = Σft* + 2Σ#ι#i. Hence if XGΠi, then ||X|| = L Now

let 3i be the 10 dimensional linear subspace of 3 consisting of the matrices of
the form (8), and let S9 be the set of all X&3i such that | |Z| | = 1. Then S9 is
a 9 dimensional sphere and ΠΊ is the intersection of S9 and the hyper-plane
£2-1- £s = l in 3i Hence J7i is an 8 dimensional sphere. Let #€Ξ£>i. Then
a(Ei°X) -Eί°aX9 hence a(ITι) - ΊΊU Thus a induces a transformation R* of
the sphere Πu Since a is an orthogonal transformation of 3? R* is an isometric
transformation of 77i and hence a (proper or improper) rotation. Thus g(a) -R*
is a homomorphism of ξ)ι into the group 0(9). Let © be the kernel of g.
Since each are® leaves fixed the elements £/, α: is contained in SJ?. Hence
α ( 6 δ ) is of the form <X-QC(QCI, a2, as) (see §1) and

for all Z £ /7Ί. We see easily that aι = 1 and hence Φ is the finite group of
order 2. Since dim. £>i = dim. O(9) = 36? the component £>? containing the identity
is mapped by g onto SO(9). As £>?D9O© by Theorem 1, ξ>? is a two-sheeted
covering group of SO(9) and hence it is isomorphic to the universal covering
group SO(9) of SO(9). We may easily see that if ft^©ϊ, then the order of
the group W©ϊ is 2 and #(©i) =0(9). Now the mapping

X-*RX =

is an improper rotation of the sphere 77Ί. If €>i^©?, there exists a&ξ>ι such
that aX=RX for all l £ / / i . Then ccEi = Eu aE2=-E3 and aE* = E2. Since

= SO(9) and SO(9) is transitive on 77i, there exists #£$? such that βi?2 = E*.
Eά = fiioβJS, = 0, β{E2°Ez) - £3°βi?8 = 0 and βEΛ°βE9 = /3E3 imply jSE* = £>.

Then β^aEi^Ei for ι = l, 2, 3. Thus /Γ^ef tΠφί . Hence « £ § ! and this is
a contradiction. Thus ©i is connected and isomorphic to SO(9).

Remark. The group of all automorphisms of 3 is not connected. For
example,

}i> See, Freudeπthal [3], §4.
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Xz \ / ςi X2 Xz

\ AΓ2 Xι ςz I \ Xz Xi $2 I

is an automorphism of 3. a is an improper orthogonal transformation of ?
and hence «£?<.
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